User Guide
GPGPU Disease

Introduction

What Is This?
This code sample demonstrates chemical reaction-diffusion simulation on the GPU,
and uses it to create a creepy “disease” effect on a 3D model.
Reaction-diffusion is a model of how the concentrations of chemical reactants
change over time during a reaction. The particular reaction-diffusion model
simulated in this sample is called the Gray-Scott model, and it is governed by the
following two equations.
∂U
= Du ∇ 2U − UV 2 + F ⋅ (1 − U )
∂V
∂
U
= Dv∇2 V + UV 2 − ( F + k ) ⋅ V .
∂
V

In these equations, U and V are the concentrations of two chemical reactants, Du,
and Dv are diffusion coefficients (the first term is a diffusion term), and F and k are
constants. In the GPGPU disease sample application we fix the diffusion coefficients
and allow the user to adjust the values of F and k. U and V are represented as two
channels of a floating-point texture. The concentration fields are initialized to
constant values, with a square of a different value (a “seed”) in one corner.
Each frame, we run a fragment program that computes the Gray-Scott equations
and updates the values in the concentration texture. We then use one of the
channels as a height field to generate a normal map texture. The concentration and
normal map textures are then used as input to shaders that shade the head model
with different “disease” effects.

Figure 1: Three effects generated by the GPGPU disease sample. From
left to right, a chrome "cyber disease" effect, scarab beetles
crawling under the skin, and the deadly "super measles".
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Using this Sample

When you first run GPGPU Disease, you will see a healthy head. Press ‘d’ to show
and hide the reaction diffusion texture. The ‘t’ key allows you to cycle between the
healthy head and three disease modes (creepy crawly, discolored bumps, and fungal
chrome). To show the parameter sliders, you can press ‘~’. You can use the sliders
to adjust parameters such as K and d (see above), and the bump map scales. By
varying K and d, you can generate a wide variety of interesting, dynamic patterns. If
the patterns fade out, try pressing ‘r’ to reset the simulation, and possibly adjust the
parameters. Try cycling through the built-in presets with the ‘p’ key. The rest of the
controls are below.

Table 1. Mouse Controls
Button

Description

Left Button

Rotate view.

Right Button

Show Menu.

CTRL + Left Button

Zoom view.

SHIFT + Left Button

Translate view.

Table 2. Keyboard Commands
Key
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Description

`,~

Toggle HUD (parameter sliders).

w

Toggle wireframe display.

d

Display reaction-diffusion texture.

h

Show / hide diseased head.

SPACE

Pause, resume simulation.
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Key

Description

.

Take a single simulation time step (when paused).

t

Cycle disease display mode (“healthy”, “creepy crawly”, “discolored bumps”,
“fungal chrome”)

p

Cycle reaction-diffusion parameter presets.

?

Print help text to console.

Esc, q

Exit

Known Bugs
There are no known bugs. Please report bugs to Mark Harris
(mharris@nvidia.com).
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Notice
ALL NVIDIA DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS, REFERENCE BOARDS, FILES, DRAWINGS,
DIAGNOSTICS, LISTS, AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (TOGETHER AND SEPARATELY, “MATERIALS”)
ARE BEING PROVIDED “AS IS." NVIDIA MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED,
STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Information furnished is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, NVIDIA Corporation
assumes no responsibility for the consequences of use of such information or for any
infringement of patents or other rights of third parties that may result from its use. No license is
granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of NVIDIA Corporation.
Specifications mentioned in this publication are subject to change without notice. This
publication supersedes and replaces all information previously supplied. NVIDIA Corporation
products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems
without express written approval of NVIDIA Corporation.
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